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News and Announcements: 

Expanded Microcomputer HelpLine Hours 
We have expanded the Microcomputer HelpLine hours! Effective now 
you can call (376-4276) or visit us (room 125 Shepherd Labs) from 
9:00--4:00 on Wednesday and Thursday. On Monday, Tuesday, and 
Friday we're open 9:00-12:00 and 1:30----4:00. (Previously our hours 
were 9:30---12:00 and 1:30----4:00, Monday through Friday.) We hope 
that by expanding our hours you will experience shorter waits when 
you call us and when you stop by. 

MEWS: a Tool for Mac Programmers 
In the process of developing software for the Macintosh, the Micro 
Group programmers have found that a lot of code is repeated from one 
program to the next In fact, nearly any professional-looking Mac 
program will have code to decode events, manage windows (scroll, 
resize, drag, etc.), manage pull-down menus, and handle desk 
accessories. We have developed a set of software tools called MEWS 
(for Menu, Event, and Window System) to speed our software 
development and avoid re-writing the same code over and over. We are 
puting MEWS in the public domain. If you want MEWS, visit the 
Micro HelpLine with a blank, initialized disk and make a copy of it 

MEWS is intended for TML Pascal programmers who want to develop 
professional-looking Macintosh applications. Included on the MEWS 
disk are a manual (as a MacWrite document) and several source code 
example programs. Some of you may have early versions of MEWS. 
(We distributed beta-site test Version 1.0 at the Mac Users Group 
meeting in February.) If you have an old copy of MEWS, we suggest 
you get Version 2.1. In Version 2.1 we ftxed a few bugs that were 
discovered during beta-site testing and improved the manual 
considerably. We highly recommend TML Pascal and MEWS to anyone 
who plans to develop Mac programs. We have moved all our 
development off the Lisa Development System and onto TML Pascal. 

Update for Apple's Pascal Interpreter 
Apple has released an update for their interpreted Pascal for the 
Macintosh. The new version (Version 2.0) allows you to use Pascal 
from a hard disk, to pass procedures and functions as parameters; and it 
includes a Pascal Application Shell. The Pascal Application Shell 
allows you to run Mac Pascal programs without the standard 
editing/debugging interface. You can copy the shell; this means you can 
distribute runable copies of your programs to other people. To update 
your copy of the Mac Pascal interpreter you should bring your original 
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REVIEW: Lotus 1-2-3 

In this review we will cover Lotus 1-2-3 (Version 
~A) and briefly describe the new options available 
m the new release of Lotus 1-2-3 (Version 2). 
Lotus 1-2-3 is an integrated package from Lotus 

Development Corporation designed specifically for the IBM 
Personal Computer and IBM PC compatibles. 

1-2-3 is primarily a spreadsheet with other features such as 
database management, graphics, rudimentary word processing, a 
ftle handler, and a disk management system. Lotus is viewed as 
one of the fastest spreadsheet programs. 1-2-3 has become the de
facto standard for IBM PC (and IBM compatible) users. 

Hardware Requirements 
To implement all of 1-2-3's features, your microcomputer must 
have 256K of memory, two floppy disk drives (or one floppy 
~sk drive and a hard disk), and a monochrome or color/graphics 
display and adapter. The color/graphics display and adapter is 
required if you want to create and preview graphs on your screen. 
If your system includes only a monochrome display and adapter, 
you will be able to print graphs but not see the graphs on the 
screen. Version 1A of Lotus 1-2-3 can use up to 544K of 
memory and supports a variety of popular printers and plotters. 

Installing Lotus 
There are five disks in the Lotus package: the System disk, 
System backup disk, PrintGraph disk, Utility disk, and Tutorial 
disk. Since Lotus 1-2-3 can run on a variety of hardware 
configurations, you must install and configure the program for 
your specific hardware. The installation is menu driven and easy 
to follow. You must install Lotus for your system (hardware) 
configuration, or it will not run. 

The first step in preparing the Lotus disks is to copy the DOS 
ftles (commands) used by 1-2-3's Access System to the default 
disk. Next, you prepare 1-2-3 for your specific system. You do 
this by copying selected drivers from the Utility disk to all the 1-
2-3 diskettes. The Lotus installer program prompts you to insert 
the disks one at a time and then copies the proper drivers for you. 
Then you must configure your 1-2-3 System disk to select a 
printer and a default disk drive for storage. You configure Lotus 
by selecting !Worksheet,Global, Default from the main menu of 
1-2-3. The default settings are saved so you only need to change 
the defaults once. 

The Access System 
This is the frrst menu to appear after you start the Lotus 
program. The Access System menu gives you the choice of 
entering the 1-2-3 spreadsheet, or the PrintGraph program, or 
performing various ftle handling and disk maintenance 
operations. With the Access System, various elements of 1-2-3 
are tied together in one package. You can easily print graphs and 
transfer ftles between 1-2-3 and other Lotus programs. The File
Manager and Disk-Manager commands are used to access the 
DOS commands you copied to the disk at the time of 
installation. These commands let you check on how full the 
disks are, copy ftles from one disk to another, and so on. The 
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ftle and disk manager features are present in Lotus so you do not 
have to leave the program to perform common disk and ftle 
activities. 

Spreadsheet 
The design of the 1-2-3 spreadsheet is similar to programs such 
as VisiCalc, but 1-2-3's spreadsheet is much larger. 1-2-3's 
worksheet can (theoretically) be as large as 2048 rows by 256 
columns, but you will need quite a bit of memory in your 
machine to even approach 1-2-3's limits. 

Because 1-2-3's worksheet is huge, you cannot view the entire 
spreadsheet on the screen at one time. You use the cursor 
movement keys to scroll across the spreadsheet Each row is 
assigned a number and each column a letter. 1-2-3 stores data in 
cells. Each cell's coordinate is the intersection of the row and 
column in which it resides. Thus, a cell's coordinate will consist 
of its row number and column letter. 

The top three lines of the screen show a menu and information 
about the current cell and mode. You select commands by typing 
the I key. The I key activates the menu display on the top line 
of the screen. The commands available in the menu are names. 
To invoke a command from the menu, you can point to the 
desired command with the cursor keys or just type the first 
character of the command 1-2-3 commands are organized into 
groups. You can select commands that work on the entire 
worksheet or on a selected range. Lotus has a set of commands 
for creating graphs and printing, manipulating ftles, and for 
controlling database functions. 

When you enter information into a cell, 1-2-3 automatically 
distinguishes between a numeric value and a label (text). You can 
format text to be centered, left-, or right-aligned when you first 
enter it, or you can change the format later. 1-2-3 also has 
several formatting options for numbers. 

Spreadsheets do not consist of just numbers and text 1-2-3 has 
all of the basic functions for creating formulae found in the first
generation spreadsheet programs: SUM, COUNT, AVERAGE, 
MAX, and MIN. Lotus also has basic Boolean functions, such as 
IF, AND, and OR; and trigonometric functions, including SIN, 
COS, and TAN. Besides the normal math functions, 1-2-3 has a 
full compliment of specialized functions and operators such as a 
random number generator, rounding function, horizontal and 
vertical lookup functions, and PI calculation. The financial 
functions include INTERNAL RATE OF RETIJRN, NET 
PRESET VALUE, and payment calculations. 

Database Management 
1-2-3 stores data records in the same column and row structure as 
its spreadsheet. Combining data management functions as part of 
the spreadsheet has several advantages. Fields are arranged across 
columns; each row is a separate record. You can easily modify 
the field size by changing column width. Records and fields are 
easy to add and delete with the Insert and Delete commands. Data 
can be sorted with both a primary and secondary key, in 
ascending or descending order, and using alphabetic or numeric 
keys. You can perform simple statistical analysis. Other database 
operations require special database commands such as Data 
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•.j.·_ Query. These commands require you to specify one or more 

criteria for searching the database. 

' Graphics 
1-2-3 has five graph types: bar, stacked bar, line, scatter, and pie. 
To create a graph, you select a range from the spreadsheet to be 
graphed and select the graph type. 1-2-3 automatically determines 
the proper scale and spacing. You can graph up to six data ranges 
at one time. If your computer system has both monochrome and 
color displays installed, the graph will appear on the color 

j screen, and the spreadsheet remains on the monochrome display. 

Printing graphs is not a part of the 1-2-3 program. To print your 
graph, you must first save the graph you created in 1-2-3 as a file 
on a disk. Then you use the Lotus Access System to go to the 
PrintGraph program. The graph files are called .PIC files (their 
names all end in the .PIC sufflx). The PrintGraph program reads 
the .PIC file and then allows you to format and print the graph. 

Keyboard Macros 
You can use the Lotus Keyboard Macro facility to automate 
many routine and redundant tasks. Macros are a collection of 
keystrokes that perform a task in 1-2-3. The keystrokes can be 
commands, text, or numbers and formulas. You name each 
macro. The name must be two characters long: a \ followed by a 
letter of the alphabet. To invoke a macro you hold down the 
ALT key and type the letter that represents the name of the 
macro you want. You can program macros to check for 
conditions, stop execution, display a prompt, and resume 
execution after receiving input from the keyboard. Macros 

1 provide 1-2-3 with a limited programming language. 

Documentation 
Lotus 1-2-3 has a clear and simple user interface that guides the 
beginner through very clear on-screen prompts. 1-2-3 also 
provides a tutorial disk and an on-screen Help command that you 
can use while running Lotus. The manual is mainly available as 
a reference which supplements the on-screen Help. The manual is 
well written, nicely organized and complete, but rather large. (We 
wouldn't want to read the manual in one night.) 

Version 2, A New Release 
The new release of 1-2-3 includes several enhancements to 
Version 1A. These enhancements include improved memory 
management, larger theoretical limits on worksheet size, and the 
ability to access files in subdirectories. Version 2 also supports 
the 8087 (ffiM PC and XT) and 80287 (IBM AT) math co
processors (which increase the speed of calculation). To use 
Version 2 you need 320K of memory, but it is preferable to have 
more memory. Version 2 supports the Lotus/lntei/Microsoft 
expanded memory specification up to 8 megabytes. This new 
release uses memory more efficiently since it does not use 
memory for blank cells in the worksheet. 

The size of 1-2-3's worksheet in Version 2 has been increased to 
8192 rows by 256 columns. Lotus has also added password 
protection and commands to hide specific columns of 
information. In addition to these changes, Version 2 has 39 new 
functions that perform a variety of calculations. There are new 
logical, fmancial, and date functions. Regression analysis is 

another new feature; it can use up to 16 independent variables for 
multiple regression. There are also 40 new macro keywords. 
(Macro keywords are commands used within macros.) 

The File-Manager and Disk-Manager options in the Lotus Access 
System are no longer available. They have been replaced by the 
System command in the main menu. You can use this command 
to visit the operating system without terminating 1-2-3. The 
DOS commands previously performed by File-Manager and Disk
Manager can be performed here. 

The graphics changes in Version 2 include the ability to 
manually scale the X and theY axis. For pie charts, you can use 
options for shading, coloring, exploding slices of the pie, and 
cleaning pie off the ceiling after it has exploded on April 1. 

You can now use the Translate Utility to translate files from 
dBASE IT and Ill, Symphony 1.0 and 1.1, Jazz, VisiCalc, and 
DIF files into Lotus 1-2-3 files. There is also a parse command 
that converts text files into 1-2-3 files; parse breaks the text and 
numeric data into columns. 

Conclusion 
Lotus 1-2-3 has been a best seller for the IBM PC (and 
compatibles) for several years now. The reason for 1-2-3's 
popularity is fairly simple: 1-2-3 is the de-facto standard 
spreadsheet for the ffiM PC family. Lotus 1-2-3 achieved this 
position by offering a very powerful spreadsheet that incorporates 
a number of useful features that many other spreadsheets lack. 
1-2-3's graphing capabilities are not as advanced as some of the 
stand-alone graphics programs, but the ease with which you can 
view information from a spreadsheet makes this feature very 
attractive. Similarly, 1-2-3's simple database functions 
complement the spreadsheet and allow you to analyze data in 
ways that would be difficult with other IBM PC spreadsheets. 

Version 2 provides useful new features, but the 320K memory 
requirement may add an additional cost-upgrading your 
microcomputer's memory if you don't already have 320K. File 
compatibility between the two releases simplifies migrating 
from Version 1A (if necessary). A copy of Lotus 1-2-3 Version 2 
is available at the Micro HelpLine if you want more information 
about the program. The Book Center sells Lotus 1-2-3 Version 
2.0 for $238 and will sell the Version 2.0 upgrade to registered 1-
2-3 owners for $80. Any registered owner can order the upgrade 
by calling (800) 'IRADEUP. The upgrade is available through 
December 31,1986. 

REVIEW: Microsoft 
Word for the Macintosh 

Microsoft Word is an advanced word processing 
package for the Apple Macintosh. In this review, 
we assume you are familiar with Mac Write and 
the Macintosh interface: the mouse; pull-down 

menus; and windows. Mac Write has all of the basic editing and 
formatting features you need to do word processing. Basic editing 
features include search and replace, cut, paste, undo, and use of 
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the Clipboard to insert graphics and text from other documents. 
Formatting features include first line indent/outdent, italics, 
super-and subscripts, headers and footers, automatic page 
numbering, and a variety of fonts and point sizes. Mac Write is 
straightforward (what you see on the screen is what you get from 
the printer), efficient, and very easy to learn and use. 

Overview 
Word gives you an on-line help file, five printer drivers, a 
practice memo, and a manual. The extra printer drivers let you 
use daisywheel printers such as the Diablo 630. Word has most 
of Mac Write's features and more options, such as: a margin 
width of 21-112",· multiple windows; automatic footnoting; a 
standard glossary; print merge; multiple column printing; and 
keyboard commands for almost every mouse move, including 
cursor movement Word gives you shortcuts for basic features 
and more control over formatting and editing your documents. 
For example, besides left-aligned and decimal tabs, Word has 
center-and right-aligned tabs and a choice of leaders between tabs. 
These additional options are useful for creating forms and tables 
of contents, and for working with columns. 

There are a few missing features. Word does not maintain page 
breaks automatically. To see page breaks, you must select the 
Repagination option. You must repaginate each time you make 
changes and want to see where the page breaks occur. Word is 
not a true what-you-see-is-what-you-get word processing 
package. You do not see headers, footers, page numbering, 
footnotes, or multiple columns until you print your document. 

Requirements 
Word will run on a 128K Macintosh and with one disk drive, but 
it will perform slowly. We recommend a 512K Mac and two disk 
drives or a Mac Plus. Word runs on Apple's 20 MByte hard disk. 

Windows 
One of Word's best features is windows. The Word window has a 
few additions to the familiar MacWrite window. A horizontal 
scroll bar lets you scroll to 21-1/2 inches. This means you can 
use a wide carriage printer or flll an 8 1/2" x 11" page sideways 
(landscape orientation) when you print with the LaserWriter. 

The entire left edge of the Word window is a selection bar. The 
selection bar gives you shortcuts for selecting text, using cut and 
paste, and copying character and paragraph formats. For example, 
to select the entire document, you simply hold the Command 
key and click the mouse anywhere in the selection bar. 

Near the upper right hand comer of the window is a black box 
called the split bar. When you drag the split bar down along the 
scroll bar, you split the screen into two separate and active 
windows, each with its own vertical scroll bar. This means that 
you can look at one part of your document while you write in 
another. For example, you can look at the introduction of your 
paper while writing the conclusion and make changes in both 
parts of your document Or you can look at an outline in the top 
window of the screen and scroll through the outline as you write 
the paragraphs in the bottom window. You can keep four 
different documents on the screen at one time. Each document is 
displayed in its own window. When you double-click anywhere 
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on a window's title bar, the window shrinks to less than quarter 
size. Double-click once again, and the window returns to full 
size. This is a useful feature for cutting and pasting between 
documents and referring to notes. 

Keyboard Commands 
Word has over 75 keyboard commands that let you do everything 
from changing fonts and point size to scrolling through your 
document. To invoke the keyboard commands, you use the Shift, 
Command, and Option keys in conjunction with other keys. 
With the keyboard you can move the cursor a character, word, 
line, and a sentence left or right; and you can scroll by line, 
screen, or document. 

Formatting 
One of the features that makes Word so powerful is the control it 
gives you over formatting text. Word lets you format your text 
at the character, paragraph. page, and document levels. (Word's 
basic formatting unit is the paragraph.) For example, you can set 
the margins as narrow as you like, set the line spacing to 
whatever increment you want, and set tabs in increments of 1172 
of an inch (as opposed to 3/16 inch in MacWrite). You can also 
group paragraphs (and graphics) together so they will not be split 
between pages during editing. Word will not leave one line of a 
paragraph stranded at the top or bottom of a page (it protects 
widows and orphans). 

Automatic Footnotes 
Word's Automatic footnotes feature automatically numbers 
footnotes as you create them. When you create new footnotes, 
Word renumbers the existing footnotes. You can place footnotes 
either at the bottom of the page or at the end of the document 
(endnotes). This feature has some limitations: headers and footers 
do not appear on pages where endnotes appear, and long 
footnotes cannot be split between two pages. If you use 
numbered references, note that Word only automatically enters 
the first occurrence of each reference number. You must enter and 
renumber additional occurrences of a reference number yourself. 

Other Features 
Word's Standard Glossary is a file where you can store frequently 
used phrases, long words (e.g., mathematical formulas or 
scientific terms), acronymns, addresses, and graphics. The 
glossary file contains a list of the abbreviations (names) you 
give the glossery item. When you want to access an item (for 
example, a letterhead or a long name), you type the abbreviation 
and press the Command and Backspace keys to expand the text 
The glossary feature saves time retyping text and helps to 
eliminate errors (assuming the text in the glossary is correct). 

Running heads refer to both headers and footers. You can create 
up to six different headers and footers in a document This means 
you can set up different running heads for even (left-aligned) and 
odd (right-aligned) pages. Word lets you insert automatic page 
numbering within running heads. You have page numbering 
options such as: I, II, ll-i, ii, iii-A1, A2, A3-a, b, c. You 
can mix these options within the same document 

Print Merge is a feature that lets you insert text into a main 
document For example, suppose you want to send a personalized 



fonn letter to ten people. You must create two documents. The 
main document contains the fonn letter and indicates where to 
insert the names and addresses. The merge document contains a 
list of all the names and addresses that will be merged into the 
fonn letter. When you select the Print Merge option, Word 

' automatically inserts the infonnation in the correct place and 
prints all ten letters. 

I We used Print Merge to print pages with 3-column labels on the 
LaserWriter and 2-column labels on the Imagewriter II. (Some 
programs have a problem printing address labels when some 
labels have 3-lines and others have 4-lines. These programs 
require you to put up with a blank line in every address with 3-
lines or to setup two different address lists. One list for 3-line 
addresses and another for 4-line addresses. You do not have to 
keep two Word lists. Word prints the fourth line if one's needed.) 
It is easy to create a main document and prepare a merge 
document We also transferred data records from Microsoft File to 
Word without any problems. 

Support 
Microsoft offers a variety of support: a manual; on-line help 
(very useful while you are learning Word; and customer service. 

The manual consists of three sections: an introduction to 
learning basic word processing; an overview of all Word's 
features; and a reference section. The manual gives you a good 
overview of all basic functions, but it does not give enough 
infonnation about or examples of advanced features (such as 
running headers, print merge, or how to use the Division Layout 
options). This is a problem because you cannot see what you've 
done with some of the advanced features until you print For 
example, when creating running headers you have an excellent 
chance of running your header directly into your text, and no 
reference explains how to correct the situation. We discovered 
that you must use the Page Setup menu and redefine the top 
margin. 

We found customer service very friendly and helpful. When they 
didn't have an answer to one of our problems, they worked on it 
and called us back. Customer service told us that there is no 
future release of Word planned until at least the third quarter of 
1986. We would like to see some improvements: automatic 
repagination; page breaks that you can see across the entire 
bottom of the page as in Mac Write; an option for user-defmed 
alignment tabs (rather than just the decimal point) such as a 
colon; footnotes that support references; and, in particular, the 
ability to see on the screen what you will get on the printer. If 
you have any requests for a future release, you are invited to send 
your suggestions to the Word Product Manager at Microsoft. 

Recommendations 
We do not recommend Word for multicolumn layout. You can't 
see the column's results until you print and probably will waste 

I 
time with trial and error. There are a number of excellent page 

. layout packages available (such as PageMaker and ReadySetGo 
reviewed in the February 1986 issue of this newsletter). 

I. Our experience indicates that Word has better erro~ processing 
when handling large documents than does MacWnte. However, 
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we do not recommend working on documents larger than 50 
pages at a time. Word is worthwhile for people who need 
advanced features such as automatic footnoting, print merge, and 
running headers for odd and even pages. Word also has many 
extras: multiple windows; font sizes from 4 to 127 point; and 
the ability to handle wide margins. 

Word is a versatile package with most of the features you expect 
from an advanced word processor. You will need to spend some 
time learning to take advantage of the many features and options, 
but Word is worth it You can try Microsoft Word for the 
Mac at the HelpLine. The Book Center sells Word for $100. 

News continued from Page 1--------
Mac Pascal disk and two blank, initialized disks to the HelpLine. 
A consultant will upgrade your disks. 

AppleTalk Card for Imagewriter II 
Apple is now shipping the AppleTalk Option Card for the 
Imagewriter II (part A9B0311, $80 at the Book Center). The card 
fits into a slot in the Imagewriter II. With the AppleTalk 
Option, you can connect an Imagewriter II to an AppleTalk 
network and share the printer among up to 31 users. You will 
also need to buy an AppleTalk System Connector kit (part 
M2052, $32 at the Book Center) to physically connect the 
AppleTalk card to your AppleTalk network. We hope to have an 
Imagewriter II connected to the AppleTalk network in the Micro 
HelpLine by the time you read this. 

May Microcomputer Fair 
As a joint venture among IT Week, Plumb Bob, the Minnesota 
Book Center, and the Microcomputer Systems Group, the IT 
Tech Fair will include a Microcomputer Fair on May 7 and 8. As 
of press-time (March) not all details have been finalized. Here is 
what we do know: The Microcomputer Fair, to be held on 
Northrop Mall, will include exhibits from Apple, ffiM, Zenith, 
AT&T and others. In addition, there will be a series of seminars 
held on the third floor of Coffman Union. We will have more 
details in the May issue of the Microcomputer Newsletter. 

Apollo Domain Workstations 
Through April, we have (and are evaluating) two Apollo domain 
workstations at the HelpLine. Apollo has one of the most 
interesting architectures for workstations (and for interconnecting 
workstations) that we know of. The Apollo domain family is 
based on a distributed computing philosophy. The Apollo 
workstations are connected through a token-passing ring 
network. It is possible (and easy) to use ftles that reside on a disk 
drive attached to another workstation. Moreover, it is easy to run 
a task (program) on any workstation in the network. The Apollo 
domains run AEGIS (a proprietary operating system), as well as 
the UNIX 42 and UNIX V operating systems. If you are 
interested in the Apollo systems, stop by the HelpLine when 
Dmitry Volovik or Mark McCahill are on HelpLine duty, and 
they will gladly talk to you. You can call Dan Fagnan (the 
Apollo salesman at 835-4541) and talk to him anytime. 

In addition to Apollo, we are also working with Sun 
Microsystems to bring some of their workstations to the 
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Microcomputer HelpLine for evaluation. We will keep you 
posted on our progress in evaluating and arranging discount 
purchase agreements for high-end workstations. 

Student Programmers Needed 
We sometimes receive requests for referrals of student 
programmers, so we are establishing a database of University of 
Minnesota student programmers. If you want to be included in 
this programmer pool, visit the HelpLine and fill out our 
questionnaire. Note: we do not guarantee that work will be 
available, only that we will add your name to the pool of student 
programmers who are interested in work. We expect most of the 
requests will come from groups working on software as part of 
Project Woksape, so knowledge of IBM PC equipment and 
programming languages is a plus. 

Project Assist Workshops 
Kit Eastman 

Project Assist is a campus-based group that was created to assist 
University of Minnesota faculty members who want to use 
computers for instruction. Project Assist staff are offering several 
workshops during April and May (the workshops are listed 
below). 

Note that the Design Considerations for Computer-Based 
Instruction and An Instructional Design Model workshops are a 
series. Project Assist recommends that you take both workshops 
in order to get a thorough background on the principles of 
computer-based instruction. 

The series will also be offered on the Duluth campus on April 30 
and May 1. Here is the Twin Cities workshop schedule: 

Design Considerations for Computer-Based Instruction 
Thursday, May 22, 9:00-12:00 

An Instructional Design Model 
Thursday, May 29, 9:00-12:00 

Evaluating Software 
Wednesday, Aprill6, 10:30-12:00 

Evaluating Software 
Tuesday, May 6, 1:00-2:30 

The PC Pilot Authoring Language 
Wednesday, April 23, 3:30-5:00 

The workshops are open to faculty and are free, but space is 
limited. If you want more information, call the Project Assist 
office at 373-2660. If you would like to register for any . 
workshops, please send a memo listing the course(s) you w1sh to 
take, your name, campus address, and ph~ne num~er to the . 
Project Assist office at 148 Peik Hall. Project Ass1st staff w1ll 
contact you concerning workshop meeting places. 
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ADVICE: ASK Dr. Micro 

(!I My office is getting a 
Macintosh Plus. We already 
have some 512K Macs. Can I 
use the printer and modem I 
got with the 512K Mac with 
the Macintosh Plus? 

-v~:, ___ ~ IJYes, you can use your 

~
. ·· ' J/ printer and modem, but first 

OOZ'il 1'< ~ ~ • 
""~.c,.. · '\ ~""' you must resolve a cabling 

C:::::::::: ~ problem. The 512K Mac has 
-------.._; a connector for a modem and 

a printer. The connectors are 
nine-pin D'-shaped connectors. On the Mac Plus the connectors 
are different: they are eight-pin circular connectors. This means 
that cables intended for a 512K Mac won't fit into the connectors 
on a Mac Plus. But there is a solution! You can buy an adapter 
cable. On one end of the adapter cable is an eight-pin circular 
connector (which plugs into the Mac Plus). On the other end of 
the adapter cable is a nine-pin D'-shaped connector (which plugs 
into the 512K Mac). The Book Center sells this adapter cable for 
$15. Ask for part M0189. 

If you are a real cowboy, you can also build your own cables. 
You can buy the circular eight-pin connectors from Roman 
Cable (305/653-0898) or C Enterprises (6191744-8182). By the 
way, the circular eight-pin connectors are sometimes called mini
DIN 8 connectors. 

Here are the pin-outs for the Mac Plus: 

Macintosh Plus mini-Din 8 Female Connector 

Din-8 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Name 
HSKo (DTR) 
HSKi 
TxD-
GND 
RxD-
TxD+ 
not connected 
RxD+ 

The circular eight-pin to nine-pin D' cable diagram is: 

Din-8 Male Connector DB-9 9-pin 'D" Female Connector 

1 ..... 1-----..... ·~ 6 
2 ..... t------1·~ 7 
3 ..... t-------1·~ 5 
4 ..... t------1·~ 3 
5 ..... 1-----..... ·~ 9 
6 ..... t-------1·~ 4 
7 
8 • •8 
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tfl What kind of cable do I need to connect an IBM -PC to a data 
option board (DOB) on one of the new digital phones here at the 
University of Minnesota? 

Hey! What about me? I want to connect a Macintosh to a DOB. 
What kind of cable do I need? 

II IBM PC owners can buy the cable to connect an IBM to a 
D.C. Hayes modem at the Book Center for $20. It works just 
fme for connecting to DOBs. In fact, if you are lucky you may 
be able to use the modern cable you already have. Try it If it 
works, you are in business. If your cable doesn't work, buy the 
modern cable at the Book Center. 

For Macintosh owners things are a bit more complicated. The 
Book Center will have an adapter cable by the time you read this. 
The cable will be called a Macintosh DOB cable. This cable will 
have a 25-pin connector that plugs into the DOB and a nine-pin 
connector that plugs directly into a 512K Mac. If you have a 
Mac Plus you will also need the circular eight-pin to nine-pin D' 
adapter cable (part M0189; see the previous question). Real 
cowboys (who can solder) will demand to build their own cables. 
Here is the diagram for a Macintosh DOB cable that works with 
the 512K Mac and the Mac Plus; both connectors are male. 

DB-9 {Macintosh) DB-25 {plugs into DOB) 

~ ~2 

~:=- -------------: ~ 
9 11~ 

20.___J 

t!l I have an IBM PC, and I want to connect both of my parallel 
printers to my computer at the same time. I have two parallel 
printer ports (and two cables) on my micro. I have tried the 
MODE command to change the printer port, but the MODE 
command doesn't seem to work. Output always goes to the ftrst 
parallel printer port. What can I do? 

IJ Unfortunately for you the MODE command won't switch 
between parallel printer ports. Happily, there are two other 
solutions that will work. The expensive solution is to buy a 
parallel switch and connect it between the ftrst parallel port and 
the two printers. To select a printer, you would flip the switch 
before you print. 

The second solution is to use a public-domain (free) program 
written by Kim Pearson of the University of Minnesota's 
Institute of Child Development. This program switches the 
active parallel printer port each time the program is run. If you 
want a copy of this program, stop by the HelpLine with a blank, 
formatted disk, and you can make a copy. 

Microcomputers in Vocational Education 

The Universities of Minnesota and Wisconsin are hosting a 
conference entitled Innovative Applications of Microcomputer 
Technology in Vocational Education on August 11 and 12, 

E!l Why is my Macintosh 
displaying the sick-looking Mac 
icon with the message FOOOD 
beneath the icon when I turn on 
my Macintosh? 

II First some background, then the 
explanation. I bet you have installed the 
programmer's switch on the side of your 
Mac. If you think back to when you ftrst 
unpacked your machine, you may recall 
reading in the manual that you probably 
don't need the programmer's switch unless 
you are programming the Mac. Many non
programmers have discovered that the 

programmer's switch gives them another way to re-start their 
Mac. If you push the programmer switch's front button (marked 
reset), the Mac acts as if you turned the power off and then on 
again. What really happens when you press the reset button is 
that the 68000 processor in the Mac receives a non-maskable
interrupt (NMI). When the 68000 gets a NMI, it treats the NMI 
as an emergency halt, drops everything, and restarts the machine. 
The NMI is very useful to programmers when a program gets 
stuck in a loop. But using the reset button to shut down the Mac 
can produce results that you may not like. Since the NMI causes 
the Mac to immediately drop what it is doing, ftles on the disk 
may not be updated. So it is safest (to ensure that your ftles are 
updated) to quit a program and then shut down the Mac normally 
(with the on/off switch on the back). 

Pressing the programmer switch's back button (marked interrupt) 
causes a different type of interrupt to be sent to the 68000 
processor. This interrupt is reserved for stopping execution of a 
program and starting up a debugger. Debuggers are software tools 
that are used to watch execution of a program one instruction at a 
time. As you might imagine, programmers and hackers find 
using debuggers a delightful experience. By the way, if a 
debugger isn't installed in the system, pushing the interrupt 
button during program execution causes a Serious System Error 
ID = 13. Pretty cool, huh? If you have turned on the Mac but 
haven't put a disk with the System and Finder into the machine, 
then something else will happen when you hit the interrupt 
button. The Mac will display the sick-Macintosh icon with the 
message FOOOD under the icon. Sound familiar? In this case, the 
Mac has not yet loaded the software that displays the Serious 
System Error message, because you haven't put a System Disk 
in the machine. So, the error messages the Mac is capable of are 
much more limited. FOOOD is the Mac's cryptic way of saying 
"You pressed the interrupt button." If you are getting the FOOOD 
message without pressing the interrupt button, then the button is 
probably stuck down. Use a small screwdriver and pry it away 
from the Mac's case and your problem will go away. 

1986, on the St. Paul campus. The program's emphasis is on 
an: "Intermediate level of applications of microcomputer 
technology throughout the vocational education curriculum 
(secondary and post-secondary)." For more information contact 
Judith Erdman, the Conference Coordinator, at 6121373-7787. 
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Spring Quarter 1986: Microcomputer Short Courses 
...__---

ffiM MAC 

...... cture emonstrations: Enrollment Limited to 20 Per Class Hands-on: Enrollment L; ... ;ted to 10 Per Class Le td 

Intro to Microcomputers • DOS. Fee Level B. A 5-hour 
introduction to microcomputers for new users. This course 
includes background information on hardware and software for 
microcomputers as well as a practical, hands-on introduction to 
the MS-DOS and PC-DOS operating systems. 

lntro to Microcomputers or equivalent knowledge is required 
for the IBM courses listed below. 

Intro to dBASE ll and Ill. Fee Level C. This 5-hour hands
on course will cover basic concepts of database management. 
You will create several databases and learn how to enter data, 
modify it, and retrieve it. (d.BASE ll disks available in class· 
bring your own d.BASE ill disks if you desire.) ' 

Beginning Lotus 1-2-3. Fee Level B. This 2.5-hour hands-
on course will familiarize users with basic Lotus 1-2-3 
spreadsheet concepts. Beginning-level commands will be 
introduced by entering a sample spreadsheet. You will setup your 
own spreadsheet; enter data and formulae; use spreadsheet 
commands; functions; formats, etc.; and create several charts. 

Intro to WordPerfect (Version 4.0 or later). Fee Level 
B. This 2.5-hour hands-on course is for the new WordPerfect 
user. You will learn how to use simple line and page formatting 
commands, to handle blocks of text, to use search and replace, 
change initial (default) values, and to install a printer. 

Intro to WordStar. Fee Level C. This 5-hour hands-on 
course is for new WordStar users. You will learn how to create 
and edit documents, move blocks of text, change page formats, 
fmd and replace text, and add printing enhancements. 

Intermediate and Advanced IBM Classes 
Intermediate WordPerfect (Version 4.1) for Authors. 
Fee Level B. This 2.5-hour hands-on course for writers will 
introduce macro use and simple outline, index, and bibliographic 
entries, and other features. 

Intermediate WordPerfect (Version 4.1) for Office 
Applications. Fee Level B. This 2.5-hour hands-on course 
will introduce features like form letter generation (merge/sort), 
simple macros, and simple outlines. 

Advanced Lotus 1-2-3. Fee Level B. This 2.5-hour hands-
on workshop covers three of the more advanced features of Lotus 
1-2-3: database queries, look-up tables, and macros. We assume 
you already have working knowledge of Lotus 1-2-3. (The 
Beginning Lotus 1-2-3 class by itself is not sufficient.) 

Course Fees are printed below in order for: 1) UM students, 
2) UM faculty and staff, and 3) non-UM persons. Fees may be 
paid by cash, check, or signed UM Journal Voucher. No refunds 
will be made after the class has begun. Fee Level: 
A= $15, $25, $40. B= $25, $35, $60. C= $40, $50, $80. 

Familiarity with the Macintosh is assumed for all these classes 

Overview: (Microsoft) Excel. Fee Level A. This 2.5-
hour course consists of discussion and demonstration of Excel's 
spreadsheet, chart, and database features and of how these 
features work together. 

Overview: MacDraw and MacDraft. Fee Level A. This 
2.5-hour course consists of discussion and demonstration. This 
course will outline the features of each object-oriented drawing 
program and compare and contrast them. 

Overview: (Microsoft) Word. Fee Level A. This 2.5-hour 
course will include a discussion and demonstration of the basic 
features of Word and how the features work together. 

Overview: Desktop Publishing. Fee Level A. This 2.5-
hour course consists of discussion, demonstration and 
comparison of page makeup software such as Aldus PageMaker 
and ReadySetGo. 

Overview: Preparing a Dissertation on the Mac. Fee 
Level A. In this 2.5-hour course we will demonstrate and discuss 
the advantages and disadvantages of several word-processing and 
graphics programs currently available for the Mac. These 
programs include: MacWrite; MS Word; MacDraw; MacDraft; 
MS Chart; and others. We will discuss graphing and organizing 
data, organizing bibliographies, placing graphs and illustrations 
into your document, and using the Apple LaserWriter printer. 

Intro: Omnis 3. Fee Level A. This 2.5-hour course is an 
introduction to Omnis 3, a relational and hierarchical database 
management program designed for very large databases which 
require custom-designed data entry forms. In this class we will 
design and implement a database application. Working 
knowledge of the Mac and prior familiarity with a programming 
language, including loops and IF statements, is assumed. 

Detailed knowledge of Pascal is assumed for the TML course. 
Developing Software in TML Pascal. Fee Level B. 
This 6-hour lecture/demo covers the fundamentals of writing Mac 
programs with 1ML Pascal. We will very briefly cover 1ML's 
"plain-vanilla" mode for writing text-book Pascal programs. 
Then we will deal with how to write professional-looking multi
window Mac applications. We will cover how to use MEWS (a 
set of window and event management tools developed at the 
Micro Group) in detail and will discuss strategies for writing 
(and debugging) Mac programs. This is not a course in how to 
program in Pascal. It's a course for those who already understand 
Pascal and want to write Mac applications. (A copy of the 
MEWS software tools is included in the course tuition.) 

Registration is located at the ACSS Reference Room in 
128A Lind Hall, Monday-Friday, 8--4:30. Mail registrations are 
accepted. Registration deadline: 4:15p.m. on the last working 
day before the class begins. If you need more information on 
short courses, call Jerry Stearns at 376-8806. 
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microcomputer users 
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(dial DR MICRO) 
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125 Shepherd Labs, 
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